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450 Fifth Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C.  20549 – 0609 
 
         Re:  File No. 10-131; The Nasdaq Stock Market, Inc. -   
                 Application for Registration as an Exchange 
 
SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENT IN OPPOSITION TO REGISTRATION & 

REPORT OF APPLICANT’S UNLAWFUL ACTIVITY 1 
 
Dear Mr. Katz: 
 
 The applicant, The Nasdaq Stock Market, Inc., a corporation organized for-
profit under the laws of the State of Delaware (hereinafter “The For Profit”), is 
engaged in ongoing unlawful sales activity.  This unlawful activity establishes that 
it is unfit to operate the NASDAQ Market.  Accordingly, the undersigned 
respectfully suggests that the Application must be denied. 
 

I.  The District Court’s Ruling As To  
The For Profit’s Alleged Unlawful Touting 

 
 Although The For Profit has unlawfully touted a broad swath of NASDAQ 
companies (discussed infra), there is a civil action pending in the Southern District 
of Florida against both the NASD and The For Profit alleging such activity with 
regard to their sales of WorldCom stock.2  The Complaint alleges, inter alia, that 
The For Profit unlawfully advertised, touted and sold WorldCom shares.  
 
 On June 18, 2004, the Chief Judge of the District Court issued a non-
published Order holding that, based upon the alleged unlawful touting, the NASD 

                                                           
1 This supplements the undersigned’s October 4, 2002 Comment In Opposition To Registration. 
 
2 Weissman vs. The National Association Of Securities Dealers, Inc.; and, The Nasdaq Stock 
Market, Inc., U.S. District Court, Southern District of Florida, Case No. 03-61107-CIV. 
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and The For Profit may be liable for WorldCom investor losses (copy attached, at 
pg 12): 
 

“Defendants’ alleged conduct in touting, marketing, advertising, 
and promoting WorldCom in the hope of inflating the value of 
NASDAQ stock is not activity required or authorized by the Act or 
other regulatory statutes.  Accordingly, the Court finds that 
Defendants do not enjoy immunity from the claims alleged . . .” 

 
II.  The NASDAQ’s Unlawful Sales Campaign 

  
 The For Profit started out as an integral part of the NASD, an entity 
operating as a quasi-governmental “self regulatory” organization, which came into 
existence pursuant to an act of congress to provide regulation and enforcement of 
securities laws. The NASDAQ Market was transferred to an ordinary business 
corporation created for the primary purpose of promoting the sale of a product; to 
wit: shares of companies listed on the NASDAQ.  The NASD’s CEO, Frank Zarb, 
expressly acknowledged the transition of the NASDAQ from ownership by a 
quasi-governmental organization (i.e. the NASD), to a “dynamic” and 
“entrepreneurial” business enterprise (reported in The Industry Standard, January 
25, 2001): 
 

“By shifting the NASDAQ's ownership from the securities firms 
that belong to the NASD to a more balanced group of investors, 
Zarb said in a conference call Thursday afternoon, the exchange has 
restructured itself into an entity more closely aligned with the 
companies it trades. ‘All top-market makers are now owners,’ said 
Zarb. ‘We raised $516 million and are very pleased. We've 
effectively de-mutualized the NASDAQ part of the NASD. . . It 
went from a quasi-governmental entity a few years back, [to 
something that is] now dynamic and entrepreneurial.’” 
 

 In planning to make The For Profit a public company and thereby enrich 
NASD insiders, it was essential that the NASDAQ market show growing revenue 
and profitability.  There are two keys to NASDAQ success: (i) stopping the 
historical defection of mature companies from the NASDAQ to the NYSE (25 
such defections occurred during the year 2000 alone); and (ii) boosting trading 
volume (Complaint in Case No. 03-61107-CIV, supra, at par. 41): 
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  “As expressly acknowledged in The For Profit's filings with the 
SEC: ‘Nasdaq's growth and operating results are directly affected by 
the trading volume of Nasdaq-listed securities and the number of 
companies listed on the Nasdaq Stock Market.’  It  also disclosed in 
its 2001 SEC registration statement, that a loss of even one of its major 
stock issuers "would result in a significant decrease in revenues" (April 
30, 2001 registration statement): 

 
‘Nasdaq faces competition for listings from other 
primary exchanges, especially from the NYSE.  In 
addition to competition for initial listings, Nasdaq also 
competes with the NYSE to maintain listings.   In the 
past, a number of issuers listed on Nasdaq have left 
Nasdaq for NYSE each year.  The largest 50 Nasdaq-
listed issuers . . . accounted for approximately 51% of 
total dollar volume traded on Nasdaq for the year 
ended December 31, 2000.  The loss of one or more 
of these issuers would result in a significant 
decrease in revenues. . . 
 

*         *          * 
 

Every year, a number of Nasdaq-listed companies 
leave Nasdaq for the NYSE.  For the year ended 
December 31, 2000, 25 companies moved from 
Nasdaq to the NYSE while one switched from the 
NYSE to Nasdaq.’ 
 

 The financial success of the NASDAQ Market and the planned public 
offering of The For Profit’s shares turned on its ability to stem what it had 
acknowledged for the year 2000 alone, id.,  was a defection rate of 25 companies 
leaving the NASDAQ and moving to the NYSE, while only one company went the 
other way.   To retain and attract listings and the attendant trading volume, The  
For Profit, under the control of the NASD, commenced a three year $100 million 
dollar advertising program (2000 to 2002), to tout the shares of listed companies.  
This  was the first such campaign by any exchange and, to this day, remains the 
only such campaign.  On its website, along with a screenshot from a television 
commercial touting Starbucks, The For Profit admits that it is the first Exchange 
to advertise listed companies:    
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http://www.NASDAQ.com/about/aboutNASDAQ_0104/about/market_characteristics.pdf 

  

 The For Profit’s March 10, 2003 press release states its objectives and 
admits that its “marketing campaign” is designed to attract and retain listings: 
 

 “Attract and retain listings by . . . continuing the 
company’s marketing campaign featuring NASDAQ-listed 
companies.”  
 

  As set forth in The For Profit’s April 30, 2001 registration statement filed 
with the SEC: 
 

"Nasdaq's branding strategy is designed to convey to the 
public that the world's innovative, successful growth companies 
are listed on Nasdaq." 
 

In what The For Profit expressly recognized as a “partnership” with listed 
companies, it sought to gain a competitive advantage over the NYSE by 
conducting an advertising campaign in a manner that embellishes listed companies 
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with the imprimatur of the regulatory organization.  The For Profit's 2001 Annual 
Report expressly acknowledges this "partnership"  stating:  
 

Key to the Nasdaq culture is the cultivation of a strong and 
highly effective partnership with our listed companies. . . we 
lend the strength of our brand—a brand associated with growth, 
innovation and all the possibility of the American dream—to 
help them build additional visibility.   
  
III.  Violations of Section 17(b) of the Securities Act of 1933 

 Section 17(b) of the Securities Act of 1933; 15 USC § 77q (b), makes it 
unlawful to give publicity to any security “though not purporting to offer a security 
for sale” without disclosing any direct or indirect consideration received or to be 
received for same: 
 

“(b) Use of interstate commerce for purpose of offering for sale 
 
It shall be unlawful for any person, by the use of any means or 
instruments of transportation or communication in interstate 
commerce or by the use of the mails, to publish, give publicity to, 
or circulate any notice, circular, advertisement, newspaper, article, 
letter, investment service, or communication which, though not 
purporting to offer a security for sale, describes such security for a 
consideration received or to be received, directly or indirectly, from 
an issuer, underwriter, or dealer, without fully disclosing the 
receipt, whether past or prospective, of such consideration and the 
amount thereof.” 

 
  The following are just six (6) examples of ongoing NASDAQ advertising 
which violates Section 17(b): 
 
 (i). Several months before The For Profit delisted WorldCom shares and it 
filed for bankruptcy, The For Profit repetitively ran National television 
commercials, which on numerous occasions touted WorldCom as one of the 
“Companies leading the world forward:”  
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   (ii). The For Profit also utilized its website to disseminate WorldCom’s 
fraudulent financial statements and, in general, to tout NASDAQ listed securities, 
at least implying same were endorsed or approved by the Exchange. Without 
reviewing the fraudulent financial statements or disclosing its financial stake in 
sales as required by Section 17(b), The For Profit represented on its website that it 
believed the information to be accurate and reliable: 
 

“All information contained herein is obtained by NASDAQ from 
sources believed by NASDAQ to be accurate and reliable.” 
 

The For Profit should have placed on the Nasdaq web-site a disclaimer similar to 
that provided by “non-official” information providers such as Yahoo, which states 
at its financial web-site: 
 

Data and information is provided for informational purposes 
only, and is not intended for trading purposes. . . .Yahoo! has 
not reviewed, and in no way endorses the validity of such 
data. [Emphasis added] 
 

Contrary to the Yahoo site, which clearly states that it serves merely as a conveyor 
of third party information, The For Profit and NASD had a financial stake in 
promoting shares of WorldCom and conveyed the false impression that the 
financial information provided on the official Nasdaq site was reviewed by them in 
their official capacities.3 

                                                           
 3 The New York Stock exchange web-site also provides an example of the type of 
disclosure required of The For Profit  if it had not made a decision to invite investors to rely on 
the WorldCom financial information linked to the Nasdaq web-site: 
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(iii).  On April 11, 2002, The For Profit took out a two full page spread 
advertisement in the Wall Street Journal discussing its policy for NASDAQ listed 
companies to provide accurate financial reporting in accordance with Generally 
Accepted Accounting Principals (“GAAP”), "supported by a Knowledgeable Audit 
Committee".   On one page is a picture of the NASDAQ ticker with the slogan 
"The Responsibilities We All Share".  On the opposite page under the headline 
"Keeping Our Markets True - It Is All About Character" is a list of the chief 
executives of the "good" NASDAQ listed companies under the sub-heading "Our 
Beliefs Stand In Good Company".  Listed thereunder as an endorser of these 
NASDAQ policies is "Bernard J. Ebbers, President and Chief Executive Officer 
WorldCom, Inc."  The message implicitly conveyed by the Ad is that WorldCom 
and its CEO: comply with Generally Accepted Accounting Principals; and, are 
endorsed by The For Profit as, inter alia, having good character, accounting done 
in accordance with GAAP, and a viable audit committee in accordance with 
NASDAQ listing requirements.   

 
Within 20 days after the April 11, 2002 ad featuring Ebbers/WorldCom, 

Ebbers resigned and thereafter the fact that WorldCom’s financial statements had 
been fraudulent and the massive fraud became public.  During 2005, Ebbers was 
found guilty and convicted for his role.  In order to increase the impact of the April 
11,  2002  Ad,  the  names  of  the  following  18  prominent  members  of  the 
board  of  directors  of  The  For  Profit,  several  of  whom  were  also  directors 
of the NASD, appear in the advertisement giving the impression that they too were 
vouching   for   the    fact    that    WorldCom's    financial    statements    were    in  

 
 
 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
“New York Stock Exchange, Inc. 
World Wide Web-site Terms and Conditions of Use  
  

*          *          * 
 
Disclaimers and Limitation of Liability   

 
*          *          * 

Use of Links  
 
Please note that links from this site are provided for your convenience. 
Should you leave this site via a link contained herein, the content that you 
view therein is not provided by NYSE.  NYSE is not responsible for, nor 
has it developed or reviewed, the content at those sites.” 
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accordance with GAAP and that it satisfied NASDAQ listing requirements:  4 

 
Hardwick Simmons 
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer 
The NASDAQ Stock Market, Inc. 
 
Dr. Josef Ackermann 
Chairman, Corporate and 
Investment Banking 
Deutsche Bank AG 
 
H. Furlong Baldwin 
Chairman 
Mercantile Bankshares Corporation 
 
Frank E. Baxter 
Chairman Emeritus 
Jefferies Group, Inc. 
 
Michael Casey 
Executive Vice President 
Chief Financial Officer and Chief 
Administrative Officer 
Starbucks Corporation 
 

                                                           
4   The pending Complaint in the Southern District of Florida, Case No. 03-61107-CIV, supra, 
alleges: 
 

           “50.  In publishing false and misleading advertising and promoting and 
touting shares of WorldCom as a good investment and in disseminating the 
fraudulent WorldCom financial statements, The For Profit concealed the fact that 
WorldCom was not in compliance with the new audit committee rules . . . 

 
  52.  The For Profit continued to tout WorldCom shares and disseminate its 

fraudulent financial statements without disclosing, even though it was well aware or 
should have known, that WorldCom failed to fully satisfy the new audit committee 
certification and implementation requirements. 

 
  53. The new audit committee rules required that to continue its Nasdaq 
listing, WorldCom certify it had an audit committee comprised of three financially 
literate, independent directors.” 
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William S. Cohen 
Chairman and CEO 
The Cohen Group 
 
Michael W. Clark 
Managing Director and Head of 
Global Equity Trading 
Credit Suisse First Boston 
 
F. Warren Hellman 
Chairman 
Hellman & Friedman LLC 
 
Richard G. Ketchum 
President and Deputy Chairman 
The NASDAQ Stock Market, Inc. 
 
Dr. John D. Markese 
President 
American Association of Individual Investors 
 
Stan O'Neal 
President and Chief Operating Officer 
Merrill Lynch & Co., Inc. 
 
Vikram S. Pandit 
Co-President and Chief Operating Officer 
Morgan Stanley 
 
Kenneth D. Pasternak 
Retire, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer 
Knight Trading Group, Inc. 
 
David S. Pottruck 
President and Co-Chief Executive Officer 
The Charles Schwab Corporation 
 
Arthur Rock 
Principal  
Arthur Rock & Co. 
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Richard C. Romano 
President 
Romano Brothers & Co. 
 
Arvind Sodhani 
Vice President and Treasurer 
Intel Corporation 
 
Sir Martin S. Sorrell 
Group Chief Executive and Director 
SPP Group PLC  
 

 (iv).  The For Profit regularly runs National television Ads for prominent 
NASDAQ listed companies.  As one example, a commercial for Cisco, Intel and 
Staples, ran at least through 2004.5    These Ads  all provide publicity to the featured 
companies, are designed to support sales of shares and all fail to comply with 
Section 17(b).  In these Ads, among other things, the CEO’s are portrayed as 
“Visionaries” who can foresee the future and operate “great” companies: 
 

Intel - - Craig Barrett, CEO. 
 
“if you love what you do I think it gives you the ability to see what 
might be in the future” 
 
“we’re at the center of the world’s economy for the decades to come” 
 
Cisco - - John Chambers, CEO. 
 
“changing the way the world works, lives, plays, and learns” 
“great companies learn how to manage during growth but they also 
learn how to manage during the tough times” 
 
Visionaries. 
Listed On NASDAQ” 
 

  

                                                           
 5 This Ad may be viewed at the NASDAQ website: http://www.nasdaq.com/reference/Cisco- 
Intel-Staples.wmv 
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 (v). On March 22, 2000, the NASDAQ Market placed a full page 
advertisement in the Wall Street Journal welcoming Aeroflex to the NASDAQ 
Market (at Journal page C-9).   This advertisement aggressively touts Aeroflex and 
its business prospects, without any 17(b) disclosure, stating: 
 

 “Worldwide demand for communication capacity, speed and 
mobility – Aeroflex’s core business – is increasing at geometric 
rates. 
 
 Demand is expected to continue to accelerate as data traffic is 
anticipated to surpass voice traffic in the early part of the next 
decade. 
 
 Aeroflex – having positioned itself to be in the mainstream of 
this growth – is developing and marketing products that support 
and enhance bandwith, speed and mobility for global 
communications systems. 
 
 That its mission is on course is evidenced by Aeroflex’s 32% 
sales growth in 1999. 
 

*          *          * 
 
 Aeroflex is trading under stock symbol ARXX on NASDAQ, 
and can be visited at www.aeroflex.com, and at www.nasdaq.com.”
  

 (vi).  On October 18, 2000 the NASDAQ Market placed a full page 
advertisement in the Wall Street Journal welcoming Marconi (trading symbol: 
MONI) to the NASDAQ Market (at page C-11).  The Ad touts Marconi as: 
 

 “A company bringing it all together through better value 
broadband solutions.” 

 
One year later, on November 13, 2001, Forbes reported that Marconi suffered a 
“massive $7.4 billion” loss and was trading at 98 cents.  The company 
subsequently underwent a bankruptcy restructuring and was delisted.  Here as with 
all NASDAQ Market advertisements touting listed companies, the disclosure 
required by Section 17(b) was omitted. 
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 Section 17(b) prohibits publicizing any stock where the publisher fails to 
“fully disclose” direct or indirect compensation for the promotion.  The concept of 
Section 17(b) is to prevent advertising, promotion, or favorable publicity about 
specific securities, from masquerading as “public service” or “educational” 
announcements - - which is exactly what The For Profit now asserts.   
 
 There is a wealth of authority illustrating application of Section 17(b), in 
criminal, SEC and administrative proceedings.  In U.S. v. Wenger, 292 F.Supp.2d 
1296 (D. Utah, 2003), Mr. Wenger challenged his indictment on the grounds that 
Section 17(b) violated his First Amendment rights and is unconstitutionally vague 
and overbroad.  He was convicted.  Wenger’s crime was that he failed to disclose 
in his newsletter and  radio interviews that he owned the stock of Panworld and 
had a lucrative contract with that company to promote its stock.  What The For 
Profit is alleged to have done in concealing its financial stake in touting shares of 
NASDAQ listed companies, is the same conduct for which Wanger  was 
convicted,  only The For Profit and NASD (which controls it), are alleged to have 
done it on a far grander scale.  
 
 An administrative example of the enforcement of Rule 17(b) is the SEC’s 
Cease and Desist Order with respect to the conduct of John Black, an employee of 
an investor relations firm.  SEC Release No. 7885/September 6, 2000.  Mr. Black 
posted two positive messages about a company on a public internet bulletin board 
without disclosing that his employer had promised him a bonus for promoting the 
stock.  The SEC found that: 
 

“The respondent violated Section 17(b) by touting SNLV on 
Raging Bull without disclosing the fact that he was promised 
compensation for doing so.” 
 

 Ironically, the NASD’s disciplinary actions against stockbrokers and their 
firms have frequently involved violation of Rule 17(b).  For example, NASD 
Letter Of Acceptance, Waiver And Consent No. CAF030022, dated April 24, 2003  
(at pgs 16-17), reflects that the NASD imposed sanctions in the amount of 
$80,000,000 against UBS for violations which include: 
 

 “Violation of NASD Conduct Rules by Receiving and Not 
Disclosing Payments for Initiating Research. Section 17(b) of the 
Securities Act of 1933 . . .” 
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Among other things, UBS failed to disclose that certain issuers had paid for 
“research reports” the firm had published. 
 
 During a keynote address at the Institutional Investors Forum 2004, Gayle 
Essary, Chair/CEO of Investrend Communications, noted that the SEC recently 
affirmed its intention to strictly enforce 17(b): 
 

 “In an email to FinancialWire as recently as January 5, 2004, 
John J. Nester, a spokesperson for the U.S. Securities and Exchange 
Commission confirmed that regulators interpret 17(b) to mean that 
specific compensation information must be contained in press 
releases . . .  He further stated that the compensation disclosure 
required by the SEC includes ‘amounts and sources in any press 
release mentioning the company . . .’ 
 
 The SEC had previously told FinancialWire that it intends to 
enforce these provisions so that investors may have a fully 
transparent understanding of any potential agenda or lack thereof.” 

 
 The For Profit’s touting of NASDAQ listed stocks is far more insidious 
than the conduct of a lone individual like Mr. Wenger, supra, who published a 
small newsletter and made a few innocuous comments on a radio program, or the 
conduct of Mr. Black, who posted two positive comments touting a stock on an 
internet bulletin board, or even the conduct of UBS in failing to disclose 
compensation for “research reports” recommending various companies.  Members 
of the public may harbor suspicion or exercise caution as to favorable comments 
by such individuals or firms.  However, with respect to The For Profit and NASD, 
the public is much more vulnerable to influence because the NASD is supposed to 
be, and actively cultivated its image as, at the least, a disinterested “self regulatory 
organization.”  6 

                                                           

 6 Also see, S.E.C. v. Liberty Capital Group, Inc., 75 F.Supp.2d 1160 (W.D. Wash., 1999), 
which in construing § 17(b) of the Securities Act of 1933 held that describing a company 
satisfies the statutory element of describing a security; and, that payments need not be explicitly 
conditioned on the provision of publicity as long as there is some form of “a quid pro quo.”   
Also,  S.E.C. v. Gane, 2005 WL 90154 (S.D. Fla., 2005), noting:  

“Section 17(b) of the Securities Act makes it unlawful for any person to tout a 
stock for compensation without fully disclosing the receipt, either past or 
prospective, of compensation. . . A per se violation of Section 17(b) occurs when 
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IV.  Conclusion 

 The pending litigation involving Richard Grasso and the New York Stock 
Exchange, is an effort by the State of New York to recoup part of the $190 million 
dollars of allegedly excessive compensation paid by the Not For Profit NYSE to its 
former CEO.   The alleged actions of the Not For Profit NASD and The For Profit 
NASDAQ, sub judice, are far more aggressive, abusive and damaging to the public 
than what is involved with the NYSE and Grasso’s compensation.  Here, the 
NASD and The For Profit NASDAQ have abandoned investor protection and 
instead have restructured to focus on profitable sales of listed securities.  The For 
Profit has essentially become a sales organization which has, defacto,  become 
exempt from the rules and laws designed to protect investors.  This truly has 
become a case of the fox guarding the henhouse.  
 
 Supporters of The For Profit’s Application for Registration as an Exchange, 
as well as the applicants themselves, assert that approval of the Application will 
facilitate The For Profit’s operation independent of the NASD thereby 
eliminating the NASD’s acknowledged regulatory conflict of interest.  However, 
since the NASD has effectuated the distribution of shares of The For Profit to 
NASD insiders and members, there is no basis for this assertion.  The same 
financial interests that presently control the NASD have awarded themselves, 
through issuance to themselves of millions of shares of stock and stock options in 
The For Profit, a stake in securing the financial success of The For Profit. 
 
  The attached ruling by the District Court holds The For Profit and NASD 
may be held accountable under the law for touting shares, to the same extent any 
citizen would be so accountable.7  The undersigned requests that the SEC 
undertake an investigation of the Applicant’s activities (particularly regarding 
violations of Section 17(b)) and take appropriate action, including seeking criminal 
sanctions, if warranted, and denial of the Application.   

                                                                                                                                                                                           
a promoter fails to disclose fully its compensation. Scienter is not required to 
establish a violation of the statute.” 
 

     7  Attached Order at pg 12: 
 
“Defendants’ alleged conduct in touting, marketing, advertising, and promoting WorldCom in 
the hope of inflating the value of NASDAQ stock is not activity required or authorized by the 
Act or other regulatory statutes. Accordingly, the Court finds that Defendants do not enjoy 
immunity from the claims alleged . . .” 
 




































